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Columbia Energy exchange

KUFPEC CEO speaks to Columbia Energy exchange

In an insightful interview with Columbia Energy Exchange Podcast, KUFPEC CEO Sheikh Nawaf S. Al-Sabah talked about “TRANSITION IN THE OIL SECTOR” shedding light on Oil Market, Transitions in oil-reliant economies, GCC Economy and a host of vital relevant issues.

Click here to listen to the podcast

Columbia Energy Exchange Podcast features in-depth conversations with the world’s top energy and climate leaders from government, business, academia and civil society. The program explores today’s most pressing opportunities and challenges across energy sources, financial markets, geopolitics and climate change as well as their implications for both the U.S. and the world.

KUFPEC-KOC delegation Canada visit

Headed by VP-Operations A KUFPEC-KOC delegation visits KUFPEC’s Kaybob Duvernay project in Canada

KUFPEC Canada’s Country Manager Mr. Lee Wahl warmly welcomed KUFPEC’s Vice President for Operations Mr. Ayad Kandari and his accompanying Head Office delegation in addition to a Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) delegation led by Mr. Mohammad Al-Qenaei – Manager Research and Development Group, during their two-week visit to KUFPEC Canada from 13 – 24 March 2017.
On Thursday, 16 March 2017, the KUFPEC and KOC delegations were joined by delegates from Chevron Canada headed by Mr. Jeff Gustavson – President, Chevron Canada Limited in one of their several Kaybob Duvernay field trips.

During their 2-week trip, the delegations conducted tours on Pad 03-23-062-22W5 and Pad 06-07-062-22W5. The fruitful visit provided an overview of KUFPEC Canada’s unconventional gas shale activities at the Kaybob Duvernay project and comes in line with one of KUFPEC’s strategic roles in promoting technology transfer.

Indonesian Delegation

High-level Indonesian delegation meets KUFPEC management

A KUFPEC delegation headed by Acting CEO and VP for Operations Mr. Ayad Al-Kandari met at KPC Head Office with the Vice Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of Indonesia H.E. Mr. Arcandra Tahar and his accompanying delegation on Monday 3 April 2017 during their official visit to Kuwait. Present in the meeting was KPC CEO Mr. Nizar Al-Adsani and H.E. the Indonesian Ambassador Mr. Tatang Budie Utama Razzak. Several topics were discussed during the hour long meeting such as identifying mutual opportunities and cooperation in the Oil & Gas sector between Kuwait and Indonesia. The fruitful meeting was concluded with lunch at the Dar Hamad restaurant that brought together the KUFPEC and the Indonesian delegations where all enjoyed and some even experienced for the very first time Kuwaiti cuisine.
Earlier on the same day, the Indonesian delegation had a meeting with Kuwait Minister of Oil, Minister of Electricity and Water and Chairman of KPC H.E. Mr. Issam A. Al-Marzooq. The meeting was also attended by KPC Deputy Chairman and CEO Mr. Nizar M. Al-Adsani, Mr. Tahar and Mr. Al-Kandari.
KUFPEC delegation visits Yacheng

Mr. Khaled Al-Mulla (FEAR Regional Manager) and delegates from FEAR HO and China AO conducted a site visit to YC-13-1 (Yacheng) offshore facilities on March 24th, 2017. Yacheng field was discovered in 1983 and 1st production started in 1996. A total of 23 wells have been drilled in the field (8 exploration and 15 development wells) in a phased development approach. The production facilities include a three-bridge-linked platform which includes wellhead/drilling platform, production/processing platform and accommodation platform. Two Gas sales agreement in place to deliver gas to HK via a 778 km pipeline and via 91 km pipeline to Hainan Island.
Headed by Mr. Dawood Abduljalil, Manager Quality Assurance Department accompanied by his team presented an overview on Quality Assurance department functions to the State Audit Bureau of Kuwait officials. During the presentation, Mr. Dawood shared KUFPEC practice in quality assurance and the various aspect that Quality Assurance department played.

The presentation was attended by the top management officials including, Mr. Ismael Ali Mohamed Ali Al-Ghanem - Undersecretary, Mr. Suleiman Dawood Al-Busairi - Asst. Undersecretary, Ministries and Government Departments Audit, Mr. Essam Al-Mutairi - Asst. Undersecretary, Pre-Audit & Information Technology, Mr. Yousef Al-Mazroai - Asst. Undersecretary, Supplementary Bodies and Investment Audit.
KUFPEC Participates in the Second K-IT Day 2017

KUFPEC IT Staff attended the second K-IT Day under the patronage of IT Steering Committee, headed by Mr. Basem Al-Issa, KNPC-DCEO which was organized by KNPC and other K-Companies.
The K-IT Day highlighted K-Group 2040 Corporate IT Strategy, introduction of each K-Company 2016 IT achievements and followed by the keynote speeches of the sponsors; Microsoft, Dell-EMC, Intel, and Palo Alto.

The main objectives of the event are:
1. To enhance K-Companies IT Staff networking & relationship.
2. To share best practices among the K-Companies.
3. To get updated state of the art technologies.
4. To build innovation culture through latest technologies.

Tree Planting event at Dasman school
KUFPEC Tree planting event at Dasman Bilingual school
As part of KUFPEC's commitment to HSE, Quality Assurance Manager Mr. Dawood Al-Abduljalil accompanied by a KUFPEC team visited Dasman Bilingual School to celebrate Earth Day. During the visit on Monday 24 April 2017, the KUFPEC team met with both the Special Needs and the Vocational Education Students and encouraged them to engage in sustainable practices by jointly planting two Moringa Oleifera trees on school premises.